
1Summary of the Neutrino Osillation Physis Working Group atNuFat04S. Briea, K. Longb, T. Nakaya.aFermilab, P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510-0500, USAbDept. of Physis, Blakett Laboratory, Imperial College London,Exhibition Road, London SW7 2AZ, UKFaulty of Siene, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-8502, JapanA variety of experimental tehniques are required to determine the properties of the neutrino; end-point mea-surements are required to determine the mass, neutrinoless-double-beta-deay-searh experiments are required to�nd out if the neutrino is its own antipartile and osillation experiments, with various soures and baselines,are required to determine the mixing parameters. The ontributions to Working Group 1 at NuFat04 reviewedthe status of the present generation of experiments in eah of these lasses as well as addressing the prospetsfor the near and the not so near future. The status of neutrino phenomenology was also disussed and a numberof non-standard theoretial desriptions of the neutrino were presented. This paper summarizes the experimen-tal, phenomenologial and theoretial ontributions to the working group as well as the onlusions of a sessiondediated to the disussion of the long-term future of neutrino-osillation experiments.1. IntrodutionSine NuFat03, substantial progress has beenmade in both the experimental determination ofthe properties of the neutrino and in the phe-nomenology required to desribe the presentlyavailable data and to assess the performaneof future experiments. The investigation ofnon-standard approahes to generating neutrinomasses and mixing angles has also progressed.These issues were addressed in the various ontri-butions to Working Group 1 at NuFat04. Thestandard framework in whih neutrino mass andneutrino osillations are disussed as well as thestatus of the present generation of experimentsis summarized in setion 2 while setion 3 on-tains a survey of the next generation of experi-ments. Energeti R&D programs are underwayto develop the failities required to make prei-sion measurements of the properties of the neu-trino and to searh for leptoni-CP violation withgreat sensitivity. These, long-term developments,are reviewed in setion 4. Developments in neu-trino phenomenology and the non-standard de-

sription of the neutrino are disussed at appro-priate points in the text. Of ourse the materialpresented here is intended only as a summary, andreets the personal view of the working grouponveners. Many of the important details of theindividual ontributions have of neessity beenomitted. The reader is referred to the ontribu-tions from the individual presentations that areto be found elsewhere in these proeedings.2. Theoretial framework and urrent ex-perimentsThe last few deades of neutrino osillationexperiments have produed a piture where thethree known neutrino avors are mixtures of threemass eigenstates with the PMNS matrix desrib-ing this relationship [1℄. As shown in Figure 1the matrix an be usefully broken down into 3omponents: the 12 setor, the 23 setor and the13 setor eah handling a mass eigenstate pairingand it's assoiated �m2.
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Figure 1. The PMNS matrix rotating the neu-trino mass eigenstates that propagate in vauuminto the eigenstates of the Weak Interation. Thematrix is deomposed into 3 omponents: The 23setor, historially probed by atmospheri osil-lation experiments and by the K2K long baselinemeasurement, the 12 setor desribing solar neu-trino osillations and the KamLand result, andthe 13 setor that will be the main fous of thenext generation(s) of neutrino experiments.

2.1. The 12 SetorWith its relatively small �m2, the 12 setorhas historially only been probed by solar neu-trino experiments, most notably SNO [2℄ and Su-perK [3℄, and, more reently by the reator ex-periment Kamland [4℄. With its neutral urrenthannel SNO has demonstrated that solar neutri-nos of eletron avor osillate into neutrinos ofeither muon or tau avor (i.e. ative rather thansterile neutrinos). There exists a very nie om-plementarity between the solar experiments andKamland. The reator experiment an see theosillation e�et on the energy spetrum and soan make better measurements of �m212, but theMSW e�et ensures that the solar experimentshave good sensitivity to the mixing angle �12. Asreported in this meeting [5℄ the 99% on�denerange for �m212 is now (7:3 � 9:4) � 10�5 eV2and for sin2 �12 it is 0:22 � 0:36. It should benoted that maximal mixing for �12 is now ruledout at greater than 5�. Continuing measurementsby SNO, SuperK, and Kamland and possible en-hanements in future experiments will ontinueto sqeeze down the unertainties on the 12 se-tor to the level where they are not expeted toadd muh unertainty to future measurements inother setors.2.2. The 23 SetorNature has hosen �m223 in suh a way thatthe 23 setor an be probed by the energies andbaselines of experiments looking at atmospherineutrino osillations and, historially, SuperK hasbeen the standard bearer in this domain. In re-ent years, however, the long baseline experimentK2K [6℄ has been using aelerator produed neu-trinos to study osillations in the 23 setor overthe 250km long baseline to the SuperK dete-tor. As reported in this meeting [6℄ K2K hason�rmed the atmospheri neutrino osillation re-sults at the 3.9� level and has seen the e�et inboth the redution of ux and in the energy shapedistortion. �m223 is pretty well measured by bothSuperK and K2K, but the maximal or near max-imal value of �23 makes it hard to pin down pre-isely. If it's value is maximal it is likely thatsome new symmetry is being revealed. A morepreise value of �23 and, to a lesser extent, �m223



3will be extremely important to the next genera-tion of aelerator neutrino experiments probingthe 13 setor for a non-zero value for �13, for theCP violation in neutrinos, and to hoose betweenthe 2 hoies for the neutrino mass hierarhy.2.3. Some Less Standard PhysisTo date the only indiation that the 3x3 PMNSmatrix may not be the whole story in neutrino os-illations has ome from the LSND experimentin the mid 90's, whih measured an exess ofeletron anti-neutrinos in a muon anti-neutrinobeam. This osillation indiation is being om-prehensively heked by the MiniBooNE exper-iment [7℄. If the LSND result does prove toome from osillations then the situation beomesfar more omplex and interesting. As well asthe urrently planned experiments an array ofshort baseline measurements will be needed, asdesribed by [8℄, to fully understand the �eld.Cosmology also has the potential to teah usabout neutrino mass. It is likely that future pre-ision CMB measurements ombined with galaxysurveys will yield limits perhaps as low as 0.04 eVon the sum of neutrino masses [9℄. There are in-teresting measurements possible with astrophys-ial neutrinos with a future detetor apable ofdistinguishing avor. Our urrent understandingof neutrino osillations predits that the amountsof eletron, muon, and tau neutrinos reahing usfrom astrophysial soures should be equal, anydeviation from this provides important informa-tion on the neutrino soure and neutrino prop-erties [10℄. Finally the next generation or two ofneutrinoless double � deay measurements shouldget the limit on the e�etive mass down to 20meV, a level where e�ets should be seen if themass hierarhy is inverse [11℄.3. Next-generation experiments3.1. Goals of neutrino osillation physis inthe near futureThe physis goals of the next generation of neu-trino osillation experiments are� The preision measurement of the osilla-tion parameters: �m212, �m223, �12, and�23.

� A on�rmation of osillation behavior bythe measurement of the osillation urveand by an appearane signal of �� ! �� .� A disovery of unmeasured parameter, �131.In order to reah these goals within �ve years orso, many experiments are proposed. In this se-tion the neutrino osillation experiments in thenear future are reviewed.3.2. High energy neutrino beam experi-mentsIn order to on�rm the �� ! �� osillation,the ICARUS [12℄ and OPERA [13℄ experimentsare urrently in preparation. Both experimentsuse the CERN CNGS neutrino beam with themean energy of 17:4 GeV. Both experiments areplanned to start in 2006. The ICARUS experi-ment uses the liquid Argon TPC tehnology toidentify tau interations, and the OPERA ex-periment uses the emulsion tehnique. Withthe urrent best knowledge of neutrino osilla-tion parameters, (sin2 2�23;�m223) � (1:0; 2:5 �10�3eV 2), eah experiment is expeted to observe10 � 12 tau neutrino interations in �ve years.So, the tau appearane signal by neutrino osil-lation is expeted to be �rmly on�rmed soon.3.3. Super-neutrino beam experimentsFor the preision measurements of neutrino os-illation parameters and the disovery of non-zero�13 through �� ! �e appearane, the MINOS [14℄and T2K [15℄ experiments are approved and un-der onstrution, and the NO�A [14℄ experimentis proposed. A feature of these experiments arethe use of very intense neutrino beam, so alleda super-neutrino beam. The MINOS and NO�Aexperiments use the Fermilab Main Injetor andNuMI beam line. The aelerator for T2K is J-PARC [16℄ whih is expeted to start operationin 2007. The experiments are expeted to im-prove the auray of osillation parameters bya fator of 3��5 in MINOS, and by a fator of10��20 in T2K and NO�A. The MINOS experi-ment will start data taking in 2005 while the T2K1Although the CP violation phase Æ has not been mea-sured yet, it is the sope of far-future experiments.



4and NO�A projets are expeted to start opera-tion in 2009. There is a great hane that �13 willbe disovered within 10 years. The disovery willopen a new window on the study of CP violationin neutrino osillations, whih will be arried outby a next-next generation experiment.3.4. Reator �13 experimentsThere is an impressive improvement in theproposals of reator �13 experiments all overthe world reently. In the NuFat04 workshop,three experimental proposals were presented: oneexperiment in Japan [17℄, the seond in theUSA [18℄, and the third one in the Europe [19℄.The experimental sensitivities in the Japaneseand European experiments are similar, and aresensitive �13 as low as 0:02 � 0:03. The experi-ments are planned to start in 2008. The US ex-periment is designed to have the better sensitivityof �13 down to 0:01, but it is unertain when itwould start.Sine the measurement of �13 with a reatorprovides omplementary information to the longbaseline osillation experiments with a super-neutrino beam, it is highly desirable that theseexperiments are approved and run together withthe long baseline program.3.5. SummaryAll of experiments introdued in this setionare approved and under preparation apart fromNO�A and the reator �13 experiments. So,within �ve to ten years, the knowledge of neu-trino setor will enter a new era with preisionmeasurement and sensitive searhes for rare pro-esses onduted in several new experiments.In addition to the proposals of experiments,many theoretial models and studies were pre-sented in NuFat04, whih ould guide a futureexperiment after the disovery of �13.4. Toward high-preision neutrino experi-ments4.1. Preision and sensitivityComparisons of the performane of proposedfailities are often made on the basis of the prei-sion of a measurement of �13 and sensitivity to theCP phase Æ. It is also important to take into a-

ount the degree to whih a proposed experimentan distinguish non-standard models of neutrinosand their interations from the standard senario.Non-standard senarios that have been disussed[20{22℄ inlude the possibility:� That there are four generations of neutrino;� That there may be a relationship betweenthe spin and avor of the neutrino and theobserved neutrino osillations may be theonsequene of spin-avor preession;� That the neutrino may have a magneti mo-ment; and� That the neutrino might have non-standardinterations.The distinguishing features of eah of these se-narios must be identi�ed and taken into aountwhen the faility is spei�ed. For example, non-standard interations an lead to osillation ef-fets similar to those assoiated with a non-zerovalue of �13. To disentangle the standard �13 fromsuh non-standard e�ets using beams from theNeutrino Fatory would require a near detetorsensitive to the non-standard ontributions.The failities desribed in this setion are as-sumed to begin when the �rst phase of the T2Kand NO�A experiments have taken data. There-fore, using sensitivity to �13 and Æ as the touh-stones, future failities must have a sensitivityto sin2 2�13 signi�antly better than 10�3 anda sensitivity to Æ signi�antly better that 90Æ.To do this requires a new generation of high-intensity neutrino soures, signi�ant improve-ments in the tehnologies employed in massivedetetors and very areful attention to souresof systemati error. To determine the mass hi-erarhy, long-baseline experiments using appro-priate high-energy neutrino beams are required.For suh experiments to reah the required sen-sitivity, it will be important to develop a muhmore omplete understanding of the matter den-sity pro�le along the path from soure to detetorthan has been available to date [23℄.



54.2. Seond generation super-beam exper-imentsThe reah of the present generation of o�-axisonventional neutrino-beam experiments, T2Kand NO�A, an be extended by upgrading thepower of the soure and inreasing the �duialmass of the detetor. The o�-axis tehnique leadsto a neutrino beam with an energy spetrumpeaked at around 0.5 GeV. The ideal detetor istherefore a very large water Cerenkov.To give a signi�ant improvement over the per-formane of the �rst-generation experiments re-quires a proton beam power of � 4 MW and a�duial mass of between 0.5 and 1 MTon. The�rst-phase beam power at the J-PARC failitywill be 0.75 MW and it is planned to upgradethis, in stages, to 4 MW. The HyperKamiokandeollaboration have made a proposal to onstruta MTon-sale water Cerenkov lose to the site ofSuperKamiokande [24℄. To simplify the avernexavation, it is proposed to build the experi-ment in two 0.5 MTon modules. Eah modulewill be omposed of 10 ompartments eah with alength of 50 m. A neutrino beam from the 4 MWJ-PARC upgrade, viewed by HyperKamiokande(T2K II) has been estimated to have a sensitivityto Æ at 3� of jÆj > 20Æ for sin2 2�13 > 0:01 as-suming that the systemati unertainties an beredued to the 2% level.At CERN, a proposal to build a superondut-ing proton lina (SPL) able of produing 4 MWof proton beam power at 2.2 GeV has been de-veloped [25℄. A MTon-sale water Cerenkov isagain well mathed the neutrino beam energythat will be produed. It is proposed to on-strut an experimental hall lose to Frejus in theFrenh Alps. The sensitivity of this faility (SPL{ Frejus) would be similar to that of T2K II. Theproponents argue that inorporating the resultsof the hadron-prodution experiments HARP andMIPP in the simulation of the beam line will sig-ni�antly redue the systemati unertainty asso-iated with the omposition of the neutrino beam.Both the Japanese and CERN proposals maththe low neutrino energy to a short baseline. AtBrookhaven, a proposal to produe an intensewide-band neutrino beam using the AGS hasbeen prepared. The beam is viewed by UNO,

a 0.5 MTon water Cerenkov, at a baseline of2500 km. The advantages of this approah (BNL{ VLBL) are that the �rst and seond osilla-tion maxima an, in priniple, be observed andthe long baseline gives some sensitivity to mattere�ets. Simulations indiate that there will bea substantial ontribution of bakground eventsin the samples aumulated whih will require aareful statistial analysis to remove.It is important to note that the measurement ofneutrino-osillation parameters is only one part ofthe broad and exiting physis program that anbe arried out with a MTon sale water Cerenkovdetetor [26℄. The highlights of this physis pro-gram inlude the searh for nuleon deay, thestudy of atmospheri and solar neutrinos, thesearh for super-nova reli neutrinos and neutrinoastrophysis.4.3. Beta beamsA reent, and highly novel, idea is to generatepure, low energy eletron neutrino (or eletronanti-neutrino) beams from the deay of storedbeams of radioative ions. The onept originatedas an upgrade to the CERN aelerator omplex[27℄ in whih the SPL was used to drive an up-graded Isotope Separation On Line (ISOL) ionsoure. Following a dediated series of low en-ergy aelerators it was proposed to aeleratethe ions to their �nal energy by using CERN'sPS and SPS aelerators and to build a new stor-age ring with straight setions � 2:5 km long thatwould �t within the present on�nes of the CERNNorth Area. Studies indiate that it will be pos-sible to store simultaneously beams of 6He and18Ne, so generating ��e beams with a mean energyof 250 MeV and �e beams with a mean energy of400 MeV [25℄. The neutrino beams would be di-reted to the 0.5 MTon water Cerenkov proposedfor the Frejus laboratory and outlined above. The3� sensitivity to Æ at suh a faility would bejÆj > 35Æ for sin2 2�13 � 0:01 assuming that thesystemati unertainties an be redued to the 2%level. The ombination of the SPL super beamand the SPS-based beta beam serving the samedetetor in parallel might allow tests of CP, T andCPT onservation to be arried out.Aelerating the ions to higher energies would



6o�er a number of advantages. There would be an`automati' inrease in the size of the data sam-ples sine the harged-urrent ross setion growslinearly with energy. In addition, the larger neu-trino energy would require a longer baseline, giv-ing aess to matter e�ets and so allowing themass hierarhy to be determined. In addition, itwould be possible to determine the energy spe-trum of the neutrinos and so obtain an inreasein sensitivity by using this information in �ts toextrat �13 and Æ. If it were possible to use a1 TeV proton aelerator to aelerate the ions,the sensitivity to Æ at 99% on�dene level in theabsene of systemati errors might be as low as10Æ. An interesting, long term, option might beto use the LHC to aelerate the ions. In this asethe event rates are large enough that a small de-tetor, with a �duial mass of only 40 kTon wouldgive exellent sensitivity [28℄.The beta beam o�ers great potential for thestudy of neutrino osillations. However, when �tsare performed to determine the osillation param-eters, it is not possible to distinguish between setsof solutions for whih the �t probability is similar.It will not be possible to disentangle all suh de-generaies using data from super-beam and beta-beam experiments alone [29℄. This emphasizesthe need for a broad program of measurements.4.4. The Neutrino FatoryThe Neutrino Fatory, an intense high-energyneutrino soure derived from the deay of a storedmuon beam, has been the subjet of several dedi-ated oneptual design studies [30℄. The ompo-sition of the neutrino beam produed at the Neu-trino Fatory is determined by the muon hargeirulating in the storage ring and the neutrino-beam energy spetrum is preisely known. As aresult, at the Neutrino Fatory, the systematierrors assoiated with the neutrino beam will beredued to a minimum. The high neutrino-beamenergy o�ers two additional advantages: sineneutrino ross setions inrease linearly with en-ergy, a large event rate will be produed in a de-tetor of moderate size (� 100 kTon); and base-lines long enough to allow matter e�ets to beobserved must be employed. Phenomenologialstudies presented at this workshop upheld the
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Figure 2. The one-standard-deviation prei-sion on Æ at a Neutrino Fatory ompared withthat of T2K II and the next generation o�-axissuper-beam experiments, together with the om-bined Neutrino Fatory and super-beam sensitiv-ity. The sensitivities are shown as a funtion ofthe assumed true value of sin2 2�13. The thinurves orrespond to ases where the sign degen-eray is not taken into aount. The �gure istaken from the US APS sponsored Study IIa [31℄,the alulation is from [32℄.onlusions of previous workshops in this series:that the Neutrino Fatory is the most sensitive ofthe proposed neutrino failities. Figure 2 showsthe one-standard-deviation error on Æ that ouldbe ahieved at a Neutrino Fatory as a funtion ofthe true value of sin2 2�13. For sin2 2�13 � 10�3,the unertainty on Æ will be � 20Æ. The �gurealso demonstrates that the Neutrino Fatory ex-tends the CP overage of the super-beam exper-iments to muh smaller values of sin2 2�13. To-gether, the super-beam and Neutrino Fatory ex-periments will over a signi�ant part of the pa-rameter spae.



7The priniple hallenges presented by the Neu-trino Fatory aelerator omplex (the protondriver front end, the high-power pion-produtiontarget, the ionization-ooling hannel and therapid, large aperture aeleration system) are be-ing addressed by hardware R&D programs ar-ried out by international ollaborations. In addi-tion, oneptual design work is being arried outin Europe, Japan, the US and the UK. The mostreent, US Study IIa [31℄, ahieved a performaneas good as that of the Study II aelerator om-plex but at approximately 67% of the ost [33℄.The goal of the Neutrino Fatory ommunity { toprodue a single oneptual design for the failityby the end of the deade [34℄ { requires an inreas-ing emphasis to be plaed on the developmentof the next generation of long-baseline detetors.Large magneti detetors are an option for muondetetion and measurement [35℄. However, thepriniple detetor hallenge at the Neutrino Fa-tory is to distinguish eletrons from positrons ina 100 kTon sale detetor. A large liquid-argontime-projetion hamber suh as that desribedin [36℄ is a promising option. To optimize thefaility for performane and ost will require asubstantially better understanding of the variousdetetor tehnologies that have been proposed.4.5. Comparison of future failitiesAs part of the Working Group 1 program, adisussion of future failities for the study of neu-trino osillations was held. The disussion fo-used on the era of preision neutrino-osillationmeasurements after the present generation of o�-axis super-beam experiments are omplete. Thepossible future failities are listed in table 1 to-gether with the date at whih the proponents ar-gued that the faility ould be ready to start tak-ing data. Also shown are sensitivities to sin2 2�13and Æ that ould be obtained after a spei�ednumber of years running. The striking featureof the table is that, if a start-date unertainty of�5 years is assumed, eah of the failities ouldbe available at more-or-less the same time. Theonlusion drawn by those present at the disus-sion was that it is both essential and urgent fora detailed omparison to be made in whih theperformane, ost and timesale of eah faility is

plaed on as equal a footing as possible. Suh aomparison will allow the Neutrino Fatory om-munity to identify the option that is most likelyto deliver preision measurements of the neutrino-osillation parameters as well as giving the bestsensitivity to leptoni-CP violation.5. ConlusionThe ontributions to, and the disussions thattook plae at, the Working Group 1 sessions atNuFat04 leave us in no doubt that signi�antadvanes will ome in the near future from thepresent generation of experiments and that, inthe near to medium term, the next generation ofexperiments that will push down the limit on (orprovide a �rst measurement of) sin2 2�13. Thereare many exiting proposals for failities apableof delivering preision studies of neutrino osil-lations. The need for a like-for-like omparisonof these future failities was identi�ed as a high-priority issue. We look forward to the progresson eah of these issues that will be reported atNuFat05.AknowledgmentsWe very muh enjoyed this well organizedworkshop in the vibrant ity of Osaka and wethank the organizers for the support and hospi-tality given to us. We would also like to thankall those who ontributed to the Neutrino Osil-lations Working Group session either by prepar-ing talks or by taking part in the lively debates.We greatly appreiate the help that we have beengiven by the speakers in preparing the summarytalks and in the preparation of these proeedings.REFERENCES1. S. Eidelman et al., Phys. Lett. B592, 1 (2004)2. N. MCauley, these proeedings3. Y. Takeuhi, these proeedings4. A. Kozlov, these proeedings5. S. Choubey, these proeedings6. H. Maesaka and K. Kaneyuki, these proeed-ings7. H. Tanaka, these proeedings8. H. Ray, these proeedings
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